Materials list for Leaves Galore™ Techniques Class
Instructor: Susan Pelland
In this class you will make samples of some of the things
you can do with Leaves Galore. We will make several
samples of fused leaf and vine borders, flowers,
dragonflies and more. Come see how Sue’s quick rotary
cut appliqué technique can enhance your quilts. We will
not be working on a quilt, but instead will learn many
techniques that you can incorporate into your next quilt.
Go home with your samples and written instructions on
how to make each of them. There is no sewing in class,
just cutting, fusing and creating!

Each person needs to bring:
28mm rotary cutter with NEW blade**
Medium or large cutting mat at least 18” x 24”, and straight acrylic ruler
Set of 3 Leaves Galore templates, or just one, Norme size**
1/3 yard of at least 3 fabrics for leaves and flowers, pre-fused with the fusible of your
choice (Please do not use steam a seam two!! I sell and use Mistyfuse**, so I will show
you how to work with this great fusible!) Fat quarters are also fine
Appliqué pressing sheet** or parchment paper
1-2 yards of background fabric, in contrast to the 3 pre-fused fabrics. Dark backgrounds
are great! **
Iron and ironing surface
Grippy dots for the back of your template, I recommend Grace True Grips**
Scissors, pencil, paper
I will bring a few pre-fused fabric kits ($35) so if you need a kit , please contact me**
**available for purchase in class
~ Think about fabric colors for an appliqué ribbon example. Bring 2 shades of one color,
example: medium blue and a slightly darker blue.
~ Bring your camera. There will be workshop handouts as well so you don't have to worry
about note taking.
~ It's best if you practice cutting with the template prior to the workshop.
~ If you have Leaves Galore templates please bring them to class - with your name on them.

Write to me with questions, or to purchase supplies:
Sue@suepellanddesigns.com

